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ABSTRACT 
R.Devi et al.[2] introduced the concepts of  *g-closed sets in 
topological spaces. They also introduced and studied the 

properties of                          *g-continuous,   *g-irresolute, 
*g-homeomorphism and *gc-homeomorphism. In this paper 

we derive some other properties of *gc-homeomorphism and 

Pasting Lemma for *g-irresolute functions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Research on the field of generalized closed sets was 
developed by many authors in the last two decades. The 
theory was extensively developed in the the 1990’s. Several 
new concepts were studied and investigated. 

Generalized homeomorphisms via generalized closed sets and 
gc-homeomorphisms in terms of preserving generalized 

closed sets were first introduced by Maki, Sundaram and 
Balachandran in [7]. Every homeomorphism is a generalized 
homeomorphiosm but not vice versa[6]. The two concepts 
coincide when both the domain and the range satisfy the weak 
seperation axiom T1/2. The class of gc-homeomorphiosm is 
properly placed between the classes of homeomorphiosm and                                        
g-homeomorphiosm[7]. For more generalizations of 
homeomorphisms and relations among of them, the reader 
may refer to [1]. 

R.Devi et al.[2] introduced the concepts of *g-closed sets in  

topological spaces. They also introduced and studied the 

properties of                          *g-continuous,  *g-irresolute, 
*g-homeomorphism and *g-homeomorphism. 

In this paper we study some other properties of  *gc-

homeomorphism and the pasting lemma for *g-irresolute 
maps. 

Throught the paper (X, ) and (Y, ) represent non-empty 

topological spaces on which no seperation axioms are 
assumed, unless otherwise mentioned. For a subset A of (X, 

), cl(A) and int(A) represent the closure of A with respect to 

 and the interior of A with respect to , respectively. 

 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

2.1 Definition  
A subset A of a space (X, ) is called an                      

-open set [8] if A  int(cl(int((A))) and an -closed set if 

cl(int(cl(A)))   A. 

2.2 Definition  
A subset A of a space (X, ) is called  

(i)  a generalized -closed set (briefly g-closed) [6]  

      if cl(A)  U whenever A  U and U is -open in   

      (X, ), 

(ii) a *g-closed set [2] if cl(A)  U whenever                   

     A   U and U is g-open in (X, ) and  

(iii) a *g-open set [2] if if U  int(A) whenever                      

      U  A and U is g-closed in (X, ). 

 

2.3 Definition  
 A function f : (X, )  (Y, ) is called 

(i) *g-continuous[2] if f -1(V) is                 *g-

closed in (X, ) for every closed set V of  (Y, 

), 

(ii) *g-irresolute[2] if f -1(V) is *g-closed in (X, 

) for every *g-closed set V of              (Y, ) 

and 

(iii) *gc-homeomorphism if both f and f -1 are 
*g-irresolute and f is bijective. 

 

3.  PROPERTIES OF 
*
gc- 

HOMEOMORPHISMS 

3.1 Lemma  
 Let B  H  (X, ) and let \H be the relative topology 

of H. 

(i) If B is *g-closed in (X,), then B is *g-

closed relative to H. 

(ii) If B is *g-closed in a subspace                 (H, 

\H) and if H is clopen in (X, ). 

 
 

Note that a subset H of topological space (X, ) is       
*g-clopen if and only if H is open and *g-closed. 

We prepare some notations. Let f : X  Y be a function 

and H a subset of (X, ). Let f\H : H  Y be the restriction of 

f to H. We define a function                    rH,K(f) : H  K by 

rH,K(f)(x) = f(x) for any xH, where K = f(H). Then, f\H = 

jorH,K(f) holds, where  j : KY is an inclusion. 

 

3.2 Theorem  
 Let H and K be subset of (X, ) and (Y, ) respectively. 

(i) If f : (X, )  (Y, ) is *g-irresolute and if H 

is a *g-clopen subset of                    (X, ), 

then the restriction                            f\H : (H, 

\H)  (Y, ) is                          *g-irresolute. 
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(ii) Suppose that K is a *g-clopen subset of (Y,). 

A function                                    K : (X, ) 

(K, \K) is *g-irresolute if and only if jok : 

(X, )  (Y, )  is  *g-irresolute, where j : 

(K, \K)  (Y, ) is an inclusion. 

(iii) If f : (X, )  (Y, ) is a                        *gc-

homeomorphism such that f(H) = K and K are 
*g-clopen subset, then rH,K(f) : (H, \H)  (K, 

\H) is also                                        *gc-

homeomorphism. 

Proof 
(i) Let F be a *g-closed set of (Y, ). Since f is 

*g-irresolute,                              (f\H) -1 = f -

1(F)H, H is *g-closed, (f\H) -1(F) is *g-

closed in (H, \H) by Lemma 3.1(i). Therefore 

f\H is                   *g-irresolute. 

(ii) Necessity: Let F be a  *g-closed set of (Y, ). 

Then (jok) -1(F) = k -1(j -1(F))  = k -1(FH) is a 
*g-closed in (K, /K) by Lemma 3.1(i). 

Therefore  

jok : (X, )  (Y, ) is *g-irresolute. 

Sufficiency: Let V be a *g-closed set   

of (K, \K). By Lemma 3.1(ii),                      

(jok) -1(V) = k -1(j -1(V)) = k -1(FV) =  

k -1(F) is *g-closed in (X, ).  

Therefore k is *g-irresolute. 

(iii) First, it suffices to prove rH,K(f):                (H, 

\H)  (K, \K) is *g-irresolute. Let F  be a 
*g-closed subset of  (Y, ). 

                   (jorH,K(f)) -1(F) = (f\H) -1(F) 

                                                  = (f\H) -1(FK) 

                                                  = f -1(FK) 

                                                 = f -1(F)  K 

 is *g-closed in (H, \H) and hence jorH,K(f) is              *g-

irresolute. By (ii) rH,K(f) is *g-irresolute. 

 Next we show that rH,K(f) -1 : (K,\K)   (H, \H) is 
*g-irresolute. Since  (rH,K(f)) -1 = rH,K(f -1) and since f -1 is 
*g-irresolute, then using the first argument above for f -1 we 

have (rH,K(f))-1 is                 *g-irresolute. Therefore rH,K(f) is 

a                            *gc-homeomorphism. 

 By using Theorem 3.2, for a *g-clopen subset H of 

(X,), we have a homomorphism called restriction (rH)* : 
*gch(X,H;)  *gch(H, \H) as follows: 

 (rH)* (f) = rH,H(f) for any f*gch(X,H;). To prove 

that (rH)* is onto we prepare the following: 
 

3.3 Lemma (Pasting Lemma for              
*
g-irresolute functions) 

 Let (X, ) be a topological space such that          X = 

AB where A and B are  *g-clopen subsets. Let            f : 

(A, \A)  (Y, ) and g : (B, \B)  (Y, )  be                            
*g-irresolute functions such that f(x) = g(x) for every 

xAB. Then the combination f g(x) = f(x) for any xA 

and f g(y) = g(y)  for any yB. 

 

Proof  
 Let F be *g-closed set of (Y, ). Then             (f  

g) -1(F) = f -1(F)g -1(F), f -1(F) *gc(X, ) by using Lemma. 

It follows from Theorem 3.17 [2] that          f -1(F) g -1(F) is 
*g-closed in (X, ). Therefore              (f  g) -1(F) is *g-

closed in (X, ) and hence f g is     *g-irresolute. 

 

3.4 Theorem  
 If H is a *g-clopen subset of (X, ), then (rH)* : 
*gch(X,H;)  *gch(H, /H) is an onto homomorphism. 

Proof 
 Let k*gch(H, \H). By Theorem 3.2,            j1ok : 

(H, \H)  (X, ) is *g-irresolute, where           j1 :  (H, \H) 

 (X, ) is an inclusion. Similarly it is shown that j2olX\H : 

(X\H, \(X\H))  (X, ) is              *g-irresolute, where j2 : 

(X\H, \(X\H))  (X, ) is  an inclusion.  

By using Lemma 3.3, the combination   

(j1ok)  (j2olX\H) : (X, )(X, ), say k1 is                       *g-

irresolute. It is easily shown that k1(x) = k(x) for any xH and 

k1 is bijective and k1 
-1 = (j1ok -1)  (j2olX/H) : (X, )(X, ) is 

also *g-irresolute. Therefore k1 : (X, )(X, ) is the 

required                      *gc-homeomorphism and (rH)* (k1) = k 

holds and hence (rH)* is onto.                             

  
We define an equivalence relation R on 

*gch(X,H;) as follows: 

 fRh if and only if f(x) = h(x) for any xH. Let [f] be 

the equivalence class of f. Let                             H = {f | 

f*gch(X,H;) and f(x) = x for any xH}. Then, H = 

ker(rH)* and this is normal subgroup of *gch(X,H;). The 

factor group of *gch(X,H;) by H is *gch(X,H;)\H = {fH| 

f*gch(X,H;)}, where          fH ={(f,k)| kH} = [f]. 

 
Since (rH)* is onto by Theorem 3.4, then the relation between 

the groups *gch(X,H;) is investigated as follows: 

3.5 Theorem  
 If H is *g-clopen subset of (X,), then 
*gch(X,\H) is isomorphic to the factor group *gch(X,H;)\ 

H. 

Proof 
 By Theorem, (rH)* : 

*gch(X,H;)  *gch(H, \H) 

is an onto homomorphism. Thus, we have the required 

isomorphism, *gch(H, \H)  *gch(X,H;)\H. 

 

3.6 Theorem  
 If  : (X, )  (Y, ) is a                               *gc-

homoemorphism such that (H) = K, then there is an 

isomorphism, * : 
*gch(X,H;)                 *gch(H, H;). 

Proof 
 The isomorphism * is defined by *(f) =     o fo  
-1. Let (X\R, \R) be the quotient topological space of (X, ) 

by an equivalence relation R on X and let  : (X, )  (X\R, 

\R) be the canonical projection. 

 

3.7 Definition [3] 
 A space (X, ) is called *g-connected if X cannot 

be expressed as the disjoint union of two             non-empty 
*g-closed sets. 

 

3.8 Definition [2] 
 A function f : (X, )  (Y, ) is called           *g-

closed if f(F) is *g-closed in (Y, ) for every closed set F of  

(X, ). 
 

3.9 Definition [2] 
 A space (X, ) is called T1/2

** if every   *g-closed 

set is closed. 
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3.10 Theorem  
 Let F be a subset of (X\R, \R). If                            

: (X, )  (X\R, \R) is *g-closed function and              -

1(F) is *g-closed in (X, ), then F is *g-closed, where (X, ) 

is a T1/2
** space. 

Proof   
 Let  -1(F) is *g-closed in (X, ). Then               -

1(F) is closed in (X, ), since (X, ) is T1/2
** space. Then ( -

1(F)) = F is *g-closed in (X\R, \R),since   is a *g-closed 

map. 

 

3.11 Theorem  
 If  : (X, )  (X\R, \R) is *g-continuous and the 

subset F is *g-closed  (X\R, \R), then  -1(F) is *g-closed 

in (X, ). 

Proof 
 Let F be a closed set in (X\R, \R). Then F is *g-

closed in (X\R, \R). Since  is *g-continuous, Then   -1(F) 

is *g-closed in (X, ). 

 

3.12 Theorem  
 If the bijective map  : (X, )  (X\R, \R) is *g-

continuous and (X, ) is  *g-connected, then (X\R, \R) is 
*g-connected. 

Proof   
Suppose that (X\R, \R) is not                         *g-

connected. Therefore X\R = A  B, where A and B are *g-

closed set. Then  -1(A) and  -1(B) are   *g-closed in (X, ) 

such that X =  -1(A)    -1(B). Therefore (X, ) is not *g-

connected. It is a contradiction. Therefore (X\R, \R) is *g-
connected. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we derived some properties of *gc-

homeomorphism and Pasting Lemma for *g-irresolute 

functions. 
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